
APPEAL: Nancy Pearl’s Doorways: CHARACTER 

Northeastern Massachusetts Reader’s Advisory Round Table 

Virtual Meeting on Zoom Sponsored by the RA Potential 1/24/23                              

Notes submitted by Leane Ellis   Schedule for 2023+ is on the Blog. 

The graphic novel Leane kept talking about is Revenge of the Librarians by Tom Gauld (2022). 

DEFINITION OF APPEAL TERM CHARACTER:  

“Readers often describe themselves as enjoying character-centered novels, by which they usually mean 

books in which characters—their inner lives, thoughts, actions, and reactions—are the most important 

element. The author’s energy is directed primarily toward character development.“ (Saricks 52).               

Are the characters more important than the plot, setting, or atmosphere? 

“Books with a large Character Doorway are full of interesting and three-dimensional people. The characters 

in these books drive the plot. Readers describe these books by talking about characters who ‘jump off the 

page’ or mention relationships between characters.  

Character Doorway attribute: “Books with character names in their title usually have large Character 

Doorways.” (Pearl 3) 

[Pearl, Nancy. Book Lust Readers’ Advisory, https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/ab497f_733aa1f402354399944335c946259362.pdf 

7 pages (1/20/23)]  

[Saricks, Joyce. Readers’ Advisory Service in the Public Library, 3rd ed. 40-73] 

 

RESOURCES:  See the Blog. 

Also referred to in discussion: [Hawbaker, L.A. “The Likability of Unlikability in Elizabeth Strout’s Olive Kitteridge”. 11 

May 2021 https://www.popmatters.com/elizabeth-strout-olive-kitteridge/2 11/11/22] There are other explanations for 

the Ghost and the Lie; however, this author articulated it really well and tied it into OK. 

We discussed Novels that are Character-Centered (not Plot-Driven):                                                                  

Focus is on depth of CH development and language.  

Plot and action are secondary and support CH Development.  

The CH is more important than what is happening to the CH.  

Series develop CHs over time and some readers want to follow events in the CH’s life and the CH’s 

reaction to events. 

  

https://ragenrestudy.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/20223-2026_schedule_050622.pdf
https://ragenrestudy.wordpress.com/character-appeal-nancy-pearls-doorways-1-24-23/
https://www.popmatters.com/elizabeth-strout-olive-kitteridge/2%2011/11/22
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BENCHMARK DISCUSSION 

Olive Kitteridge (2008) by Elizabeth Strout   

Content summation: At the edge of the continent, in the small town of Crosby, Maine, lives Olive 

Kitteridge, a retired schoolteacher who deplores the changes in her town and in the world at large but 

doesn't always recognize the changes in those around her. Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, 2009 

APPEAL 

CHARACTER 

o Author’s Focus in Olive Kitteridge (OK):  

• Study of CHs in community (Crosby, ME) (Warren);  

• Author has the reader drop in, “snapshots of lives,” “taste the glimpse of humanity.” (Erin);  

• We can never know a person just from one’s own POV, others’ viewpoints round out the CH 

(Jeanne);  

• Author is exploring OK as a CH (Jan) using internal and interactive dialogue and descriptions 

o OK Description terms: Acerbic; irascible; opinionated; annoying; frightening but also respected (as a 
teacher/person); abrupt; “Spiritually certain” (Jan); believes her own POV; need for control, logic based 
on her own reasons; can be emotional about her beliefs; mental illness (?Autism spectrum) especially 
in her struggle with emotion; emotions exist but they are private and OK has rules on how to react to 
them   

• Negative (1st page: “not keen on it”)  

• Depressed: “Wicky-wacky world” (37); “…deep down there is a thing inside me, and 
sometimes it swells up like the head of a squid and shoots blackness through me. I haven’t 
wanted this to be this way, but so help me, I have loved my son.” (84) OK on son C 
contemplating suicide  
▪ Her mental illness/depression is the way she understands the world and she needs her 

rules to react to that world 
• Humane if not always kind: Recognizing and saving Kevin Coulson (Incoming Tide p.37); 

compassion for Nina (anorexia/suicide): “I don’t know who you are, but young lady, you’re 
breaking my heart.” (111) OK crying (Starving p 88); “Sometimes like now, Olive had a sense 
of just how desperately hard every person in the world was working to get what they needed.” 
(242) Pregnant Ann smoking 

▪ Bonds with people in real need: at the hospital holdup with gunman, Kevin in car, pregnant 
woman at shower 

▪ Societal expectations VS real human need: OK responds to real human need not what is 
expected or deemed important by societal norms (Kathryn) 

• Shame: “It was shame that swiped across her soul, like these windshield wipers before her; 
two large black long fingers, relentless and rhythmic in their chastisement.” (184) OK after 
talking to C and driving to nursing home to visit with H (Daisy Foster p.172) 

• Formidable: “Olive had a way about her absolutely without apology.” Jane a former teacher 
with OK describes her (150) 
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(Benchmark, Strout, Character Cont.) 

 

• Stubborn: “’Do you know, Ollie,’ he said, looking up, his eyes tired, the skin around them red. 
‘In all the years we’ve been married, all the years, I don’t believe you’ve ever once apologized. 
For anything’” (142) Henry to OK  

• Physical/mental description: “…she wasn’t always big, and it seems something to get used to. 
It’s true, she has always been tall and frequently felt clumsy, but the business of being big 
showed up with her age…” (73); “big, solidly built, towered over her.” (122) hospital holdup; 
“taller, broader” (145); big-boned and taller” (189) 
▪ OK repeats how the world sees her; how she views herself through that lens 
▪ Societal judgement especially for women based on others/society’s POV 
▪ OK is an iconic Literary negative female (unlikability) written by female authors:  

CHs accepted after OK sort of like an anti-Donna Reed (Jan) prototype  

• EXs: Lauren Goff’s Florida (2018), Edwidge Danticat’s Everything Inside (2019), 
Jennifer Egan’s A Visit from the Goon Squad (2010), preceded by Alice Munro’s 
The Beggar Maid (1977) (Hawbaker)  

• OK creates things: dresses, gardens, food, houses (74) not appreciated by Dr. Sue, etc.;       
OK had pictured teaching C’s future children how to plant bulbs (124) OK about her possible 
grandchildren and Dr. Sue’s disregard for what OK has planted or the home they had built for 
C (A Different Road p.121); loves the beauty of flowers (190); “She had not thought she would 
ever become immune to the beauty of the physical world, but there you were.” (295)          
(River p.288) 

• Obsessively Concerned: “But something stunned and fat and black moves through her” (83) 
OK after she hears C has had a hard time being an only child with OK as a mother  

• Petty and passive aggressive: (A Little Burst p.72)—C’s wedding: references to big bursts, little 
bursts…OK steals a bra, takes one shoe, marks a sweater; Argues with Henry about his 
mother Pauline (136) and often visits the ER parking lot (137); “Who in the world, this strange 
and incomprehensible world, did she think she was?” (187) OK on visiting Louise Larkin 
(schadenfreude); “A good time was not something Olive expected to have again.” (231) visiting 
C in NYC (Security p.230); Stained blouse and angry no one told her—she’d become Aunt 
Ora, dependent like a child (260) 

• Rules-driven/Controlling; OK: “different idea of crisis than I do” (123) hospital holdup; “Stupid—
this assumption people have, that things should somehow be right.” (189) OK’s internal 
response to Molly Collins about Marlene Bonney’s situation after her husband dies. (Basket of 
Trips p.188); “We all want to kill someone at some point.” (207) OK to Marlene (Basket of Trips 
p.188); “Olive thought I believe in minding my own business, that’s what I believe in.” (164) OK 
thinks when Suzanne asks about estrogen replacement and tulips come up again              
(Tulips p.162); “Not in his bulb—planted in this particular soil, hers and Henry’s, and their 
parents before them.” (186) OK about C not being able to stab someone; ” ‘never trust folks,’ “ 
(80) OK’s mother told her years ago.  

• Values her privacy: “She didn’t like to be alone. Even more, she didn’t like being with people.” 
(171) OK also on anger and grief group; OK seems to feel that she has the right to intrude on 
others’ lives not as a friend but because it is the “right” thing to do (Jan) 
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(Benchmark, Strout, Character Cont.) 

 

• Vulnerable: “…Olive felt something that she had not expected to feel again; a sudden surging 
greediness for life.” (233) OK looking out the plane.; “Break your mother’s heart…” (186) about 
C moving away. 

• Respected/feared as teacher: “Don’t be scared of your hunger, you’ll just be one more ninny 
like everyone else.” (225) Julie tells Winnie what OK told them in class. (Ship in a Bottle 
p.209); Kevin allows her in the car because he liked her as a teacher (Incoming Tide p. 37) 

o Author gives us OK’s driving motivations: father’s suicide; fear of loss explaining her need for rules 
and control; why she is a controlling mother; denial of depression, etc., seen as weakness and 
vulnerability; Self-discipline VS therapy 

o Depth of CH reflected by others’ POV 

• All the CHs in this novel have some dysfunction and are disconnected not just OK; also 
providing contrast/comparison 

• Henry (husband)—needs to keep everyone content; guilt over feelings for Denise 
▪ “He doesn’t want people alone” (34) H after asked why he wants everyone married; During 

the hold up: “open-faced and cheerful” (121) contrasted with OK: ”had never in anyone’s 
memory felt inclined to be affable or even polite, she seemed less so now…” (121) 

▪ “He wanted to put his arms around her, but she had a darkness that seemed to stand 
beside her like an acquaintance that would not go away.” (9) 

▪ The Piano Player (p. 57) chapter shows the contrast in people’s perceptions of OK & 
Henry 

• Author also offers relief from Olive’s mean cloud in her treatment of the lives and views of the 
other CHs 
▪ “’He loves her,’ said Jane, with a tone of astonishment. ‘That’s how he can stand her.’” 

(154) Jane about Henry (Winter Concert p. 145)  

• Henry’s POV shows Olive as multi-dimensional (Jeanne) 
▪ Often when OK talks or thinks about others it reflects what she needs to hear or she 

herself wants to embody (Erin) 
▪ Relationship with Christopher is always being used to contrast how they each perceive the 

relationship between OK and son 
▪ Angela (The Piano Player p.57) “Henry Kitteridge was different. She always played his 

song because whenever she saw him, it was like moving into a warm packet of air.” She 
plays Goodnight, Irene for him. 

▪ “There was no pocket of warmth, the way there was whenever Henry Kittridge walked 
through the door, or the way there was right now at the bar where Walter sat.” (66)  Angela 
upon seeing Simon 

• Christopher (son) OK’s thought: as he waits for his bride: “stiff as driftwood” (75)  

• Dr. Sue (Suzanne Bernstein—daughter-in-law#1)  
▪ “But the gesture, the smooth cupping of the little girl’s head, the way Suzanne’s hand in 

one quick motion caressed the fine hair and think neck, has stayed with Olive. It was like 
watching some woman dive from the boat and swim easily up to the dock. A reminder 
some people could do things others could not.” (75) About S but really about OK’s inability 
to comfort people so effortlessly (A Little Burst p. 72) 
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(Benchmark, Strout, Character Cont.) 

▪ OK overhears S’s criticism of OK’s home-made dress: “But she is stunned in her 
underwater way” Later “and for Olive it is as if these women are sitting in a rowboat above 
her while she sinks into the murky water…Suzanne’s oars slice through the water again…” 
(82) 

• Jim O’Casey: “But in Jim O’Casey there had been a wariness, a quiet anger, and she had seen 
herself in him, had said to him once, We’re both cut from the same piece of bad cloth.” (246) 
OK comparing H & J (Security p. 230) 

• Jack Kennison (1 and 1/2 years after Henry dies): “Olive has to walk slower, to match Jack’s 
ambling stride. It was hard, like not drinking water fast if you were thirsty” (302) (River p.288) 

o POV: 3rd Person/Omniscient or Semi-omniscient--Narrator telling the CH’s Story  

o Change or Insight in OK: Exploration and realization happen by the end of the novel but not OK’s 
goal, really a consequence. (Erin) 

o More on series CHs, Olive, Again (2019) 2 years+ after Henry dies 
o Ghost and the Lie: In creating a CH, authors develop a deep background for CH motivation 

• Ghost: “a character’s Ghost is an emotional injury that, though suffered long ago, continues to 

haunt them into the present day. It’s an internal scar that has never truly healed, an experience 

they bear as an ongoing burden.” (Hawbaker) 

• Lie: “an internal incompleteness, that the character is ‘harboring some deeply held 

misconception about either [themselves], the world, or, probably, both.’” (Hawbaker) 

 

LANGUAGE & STYLE 

o Structure of 13 non-linear linked short stories; novel-in-stories 

• Tradition as old as Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales. 

▪ Other EXs: Joyce’s The Dubliners (1914); Sherwood Anderson’s Winesburg, Ohio 

(1919); Ray Bradbury’s The Martian Chronicles (1950); Tim O’Brien’s The Things 

They Carried (1990); Dennis Johnson’s Jesus’ Son (1992); Junot Diaz’s This Is 

How You Lose Her (2012) 

• Layers each story in the novel 

• Pulls together entire novel 

• Marks the passage of time through change of seasons and nature imagery 

o 3rd person POV 

o Realistic dialogue 

o Word choices reflect how “nature” molds each of the chapters in some way. 

• Allusions/references to the sea, water, snow: OK overhears Dr. Sue’s criticism of OK’s 

home-made dress: “But she is stunned in her underwater way”; Later “and for Olive it 

is as if these women are sitting in a rowboat above her while she sinks into the murky 

water…Suzanne’s oars slice through the water again…” (82) 

• “For Olive, this is like someone has swung a lobster buoy and slammed her in the 

breastbone…” (190) 

• Watery imagery (123) 

• Gardening, nurturing imagery: “Not in his bulb—planted in this particular soil, hers and 

Henry’s, and their parents before them.” (186) about C not being able to stab someone  
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(Benchmark, Strout, Language Cont.) 

• “Bonnie was the central heating of his life.” (97) Harmon about cheating on his wife 

with Daisy (Starving p.88)  

• Also exploration of “fuck buddies” (Starving p.88) 

• Many references to nature also in many of the other quotes under Character. 

FRAME  

o Maine coastline; small town Crosby & environs 

o Hospital holdup: Maisy Mills (A Different Road p.121) 

o Frame (setting details) supports CH development 

• “The inside of his head began to feel choppy as the surf before him. Don’t go, his mind said to 
Mrs. Kitteridge. Don’t go.” (54) Kevin Coulson   

• 9/11; Iraq—provide sober context for the times but real dangers are personal: aging, the loss of 
love, the imminence of death   

o Verónica: “Like I said, I didn't finish, but I was a bit turned off because I got a vibe that it was a very 
white story about a very white town - nothing wrong with that, of course - but if this is the case, I 
don't think this may be a book that can be recommended for everyone, especially because the 
experiences may not be universal.” (From Chat) 

o Alyssa: “Here's a summary of what I said [corrupted audio]: Basically, I didn't notice the water 
imagery because I saw it as references to the Maine coast, which I love very much. One of my 
highlights in the Libby book is about Olive and Henry researching their genealogy to prove 
Christopher belongs in Maine (deciding who belongs in Maine being a very Maine thing, of course) 
and his "geographic pull" toward the Maine coast. That reminded me of the tides and anchoring, 
even if it's not explicitly said.” 
 

TONE 

o Thought-provoking; Easy to read and hard to forget  

• Readers in need of outward conflict, more plot, and less inner dialogue may find more 

difficult to read and get into the story as some critics point out 
o Haunting; Melancholy; Moody 

• Water, Wind mirrors internal chaos of Kevin Coulson in Incoming Tide (37)   

• Water, Snow (The Piano Player, p. 57) background as Angela breaks up with Malcolm & deals with 

Simon (does not play Bridge Over Troubled Water until after she breaks up with Malcolm)  

STORY LINE 

o Character-driven, 13 non-linear linked short stories show the passage of time through 

seasonal change 

o Portrait of ordinary coastal Mainers living lives of quiet grief intermingled with flashes of 

human connection; “feels like life” (Karen) 

o Reveals through familiar details (mother-of-the groom’s dress, grandmother’s disapproving 

observations of how her grandchildren are raised) the seeds of tragedy 

o Nature imagery pulls together the Chapter stories into a whole 
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(Benchmark, Strout, Story Line Cont.) 

o Themes of suicide, depression, bad communication, aging, and love as well as societal 

expectation 

 

PACE  

o Leisurely and thoughtful 

o May be too slow for those readers who prefer plot-driven stories and action-oriented CHs 

 

 

From the 2nd hour: Discussion about a reader’s need to “like” the CH, phenomenon especially 

found in book group discussions but often appears in RA conversation: 

1. Let it go. Too subjective because based on who reader is at that moment (Leane) 

2. Some readers want to be entertained (not made to work too hard) or want a safe place with the 

CH, not a challenge while reading. 

3. Reader does not want to explore negative feelings the CH engenders in the reader or the world. 

4. Readers’ expectations of what they are reading…based on genre, friend’s reaction, annotation, 

etc. (Jan) 

5. Some readers equate liking or disliking a CH with endorsing/not endorsing the CH’s behavior but 

it is really about having a negative CH experience where the reader is experimenting and getting 

to know a CH (Leane) 

6. The reader does not have to make a judgement call on a CH; some readers feel the need to 

make a moral judgement or be “right.” (Again, back to endorsing versus experiencing). 

7. Themes and CHs can be triggers for readers and we have to accept that as personal and real. 

8. Sometimes if an unlikable CH is interesting or nuanced the reader will stick with the book. 

(Warren) 

9. So work on letting it go—when talking about the “negative” CH, validate reader’s experience but 

emphasize it as an experiment in a different consciousness, etc. 
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Articulating a Book’s Appeal 

CHARACTERIZATION 

Are the characters developed over time, or are they types we recognize immediately? 

Is the focus on a single character or on several whose lives are intertwined? 

What is the point of view from which the story is told? 

Is characterization the most important aspect of the book? 

Is the reader expected to identify with the characters or observe them? 

Are there series characters, followed through and developed over several related novels? 

Are there memorable and important secondary characters? 

PACING 

Are characters and plot quickly revealed or slowly unveiled? 

In there more dialogue than description? 

Is the book densely written? 

Are there short sentences, short paragraphs, and short chapters or other indications of a telescoped time frame? 

Is there a straight-line plot, or are there multiple plotlines, flashbacks, or alternating chapters related from different 

points of view? 

Do characters act or react to events? 

Is the book end oriented or open-ended? 

What is the pattern of pacing? 

STORY LINE 

Does the story emphasize people, or does it highlight the situations and events? 

What is the author’s intention in regard to story line? 

Is the focus of the story more interior and psychological or exterior and action oriented? 

Does the story take place on more than one level? 

FRAME 

Is the background detailed or minimal? 

Does the frame affect the tone or atmosphere? 

Is there a special background frame? 

 

(Saricks. Readers’ Advisory Service in the Public Library, 3rd ed. 40-73) 
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QUESTIONS TO ASK READERS 

  
GENERAL RA Qs: Prime the pump… 

Tell me about the last book you read that you really liked, and what did you specifically like 

about it? 

Tell me about a book you didn’t like and why? 

What are the last three books you read and enjoyed? 

What is your favorite classic novel or series and why?   

What video games do you play, or which movies, TV series do you like?   

What book have you read that you wish you could read again for the first time? 

Tell me about the last book that you could not put down. 

What is something you thought you would like but couldn’t get into? 

What are your interests? 

What are some of your interests outside of reading? What are your hobbies? 

How do you feel about translations? 

 

RA Qs for CHARACTER: 

 

⚫ Who or what types of Characters are in the book? 
⚫ Are the CHs developed over time, or are they stereotypes we recognize immediately? 
⚫ Is the focus on a single CH or on several whose lives are intertwined? 
⚫ Is the reader expected to identify with the CHs or observe them? 
⚫ What is the POV (Point of View)?                                                                                                                    

(3rd Person/Omniscient or Semi-omniscient--Narrator telling the CH’s Story; 1st Person--Narrator is 
a CH; 2nd Person--You are the CH and narrator) 

⚫ How does Style (language, format, plotting) support CH development? (Look at use of adverbs 
especially in dialogue.) 

⚫ How does dialogue influence the reader’s perception of CH? 
⚫ Can you see the author’s strings? Show more/less than tell? 
⚫ Are there series CHs, followed through and developed over several related novels? 
⚫ Are there memorable/important secondary CHs? 
⚫ Is Characterization the most important aspect/appeal of the book? 
⚫ Is the narrative all about the CHs? 
⚫ How does Frame (setting details) support CH development? 
⚫ How does Tone support CH development? 
⚫ How does Pace support CH development? 
⚫ How does the reader respond to the Characters? 
⚫ Does the reader read primarily for CH? 
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CHOICE TITLES: (See blog for some complete reviews.) 

(https://ragenrestudy.wordpress.com/character-appeal-nancy-pearls-doorways-1-24-23/) 

 

Kathryn    Title: Territory of Light (2019) Author: Yuko Tsushima                                                                                   

Appeal: Measured pace, interior content, bleak also tender tone, flawed character; good Japanese 

translation 

Alexandra   Title: Circe (2018) Author: Madeline Miller Appeal: Character, Frame 

Amanda   Title: Medea (431 B.C.) Author: Euripides Appeal Factors: CH/Pace/Story Line    [Note: 
Historical revision (1757, Calcutta ) of this as we discussed is Rani Selvarajah’s Savage Beasts (5/31/23)] 

Leane   Title: A Visit From the Goon Squad (2010) Author: Jennifer Egan                                                         

Appeal Factors: CH/STYLE/FRAME 

 

Tatjana Title: A Gentleman in Moscow (2016) Author: Amor Towles Appeal: CH/FRAME/STYLE 

 

Jan Title: Convenient Store Woman (2018) Author: Sayaka Murata Appeal: Good Japanese 

translation/CH 

 

Alyssa Title:  Remarkable Creatures (2010) Author: Tracy Chevalier Appeal: CH 

Karen   Title: Normal People (2018) Author: Sally Rooney Appeal: CH/Frame 

Warren Title:  Another Country (1962/1993) Author: James Baldwin Appeal: CH 

Martha (not for Choice) Loving Edie: How a Dog Afraid of Everything Taught Me to Be Brave (2022) by 

Meredith May (nonfiction) 

Jeanne Title: The Martian (2011) Author: Andy Weir Appeal: CH/Pace/Tone 

Verónica Title: Bunny (2019) Author: Mona Awad Appeal: CH/Tone/Language 

Erin   Title:  The Testaments (2019) Author: Margaret Atwood Appeal: Frame/Plot/CH 

Beth R. Title: Arsenic and Adobo: Tita Rosie’s Kitchen#1 (2021) Author: Mia P. Manansala                          

Appeal: CHs/Frame (Setting & food, cultural details)/Plot—good audio & recipes 

Favorite CHs mentioned: Strout’s Lucy Barton (Erin); Alan Bradley’s Flavia de Luce (Jeanne); Elizabeth 

Moon’s Paksenarrion Dorthansdotter, known as Paks in the trilogy (Martha).  

 

 


